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About This Game

Remaster Features:

Fully remastered to work with modern systems

Support for modern display resolutions

All patches included

Re-implemented multiplayer and NAT traversal for a smooth online experience

No, this can't be! Initial outpost reports showed only armored infantry, but some serious hardware is headed this way! How
could two 70-ton German Königstiger battle tanks simply be overlooked?! Well, no time to lay blame, just aim the bazooka and

bring up the tanks from the rear. Only a direct hit can destroy them....

Codename: Panzers thrusts you into the high-powered battles of World War II. Whether played in towns with bullet-riddled
buildings, bleak mountain landscapes, or treacherous swamps, Codename: Panzers offers real-time combat rampages with

awesome 3D graphics. Create your combat force from over 100 finely detailed units, from a flame-throwing squad to a Soviet
Stalin organ rocket launcher to a German Königstiger battle tank. Be the commander--demolish the enemy with clever tactical

maneuvers. Experience the nerve-jangling thrill of strategic gaming--in Codename: Panzers!
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Title: Codename: Panzers, Phase One
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Stormregion, THQ Nordic
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
Codename Panzers
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2004

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 32 or 64 bit

Processor: Intel or AMD 1,0 GHz

Graphics: 64MB 3D Video Card with Hardware T&L

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Polish,Russian
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As a Tetris fan and owner of Tengen Tetris I would have loved this game so much... if it weren't so buggy. The controls are so-
so. About what you'd expect for a casual puzzle game with tetromino style configurations. The graphics are great. The music is
relaxing and easily melts into the background while you're playing. The problem... is that blocks keep disappearing instead of
settling where I've placed them, especially when that placement should yield me a line and knock out a bunch of blocks. Blocks
randomly disappear. I've even had a block fall into the very bottom corner of the container and stay stuck partially outside of it,
where no block should normally be able to reach in the first place.

I also couldn't get any of the powers to work despite using the keys indicated in the How to Play section. The leaderboards are
blank.

This game feels like it needs some extra time in beta to work out the bugs before it should be available to the public. It could be
a great casual game. Instead it's just frustrating in how it only sometimes works properly.. For better Mega-Drive feel use an
actual Mega Drive ;)
Nice game, I recommend. Would love the game if it worked.. I got this DLC in the complete pack. All off them suffer from the
same flaws so this review is copied to all of them.

Now. The skins and weapons are totally fine. The problem here is the extreme pricing and the fact that this game has a modding
community with better, free, stuff. They even admit that a lot of this is made by said community. I as a console peasant and a
sucker did not get this simple fact and pronounced \u201cYes! I do want to pay more!\u201d.

Don\u2019t be like me. Don\u2019t suck, blow\u2026 wait, what?. I mean, it has no progress ... Sure, it has a nice interface and
music, but that's all ! Add achievements to this game and more stuff to do / achieve and maybe I will give it a second try.. A lot
of fun twin stick shooter, I'd definitely recommend it!. I play this game on and off to pass the time & I must say this game is
somewhat complex and has a bit of a learning curve however it is absolutely brilliant. The only things I could fault it on is it's
performance on lower end laptops \/ desktops & the lack of a Gulf war & Vietnam war start date other than that I'd recommend
buying this game even if it's not on sale.
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This upgrade was no neded, no gold serveris are Made and these clothning gets booring in wile
. Very deep roguelike. Don't be fooled by the production values. The character progression is wonderful and endlessly varied.
The mechanics are well thought out with some nifty innovation. It's fun and fast paced and the UI makes sense.. Much better
than Fraps: 1) compress video in real time 2) small size of video files 3) good interface and simple settings. It is what it is, a very
simple addictive and totally hilarious side shooter, yes there are free flash games similar to this and yes it's a bit pricey But
maybe wait until the sales start.. People seem to be confusing"Collectors addition" with "Game Of The Year" edition. Please not
that this gives you exclusives as a collector. NOT DLC MAPS.. the game has potential but in its current state it needs a big
patch because its buggy glitchy badly translated and misses allot of basic options it needs
also feels abandoned since theres no support ingame. A quick experience but fun nonetheless.. Sad that there is only one game
like this.

But this game rocks.
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